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1The most important thing is to familiarize yourself with what you re working 
with. Don t stress about knowing all the details but know what to expect when you 
talk about the slides and the presentation. Time management is probably the most 
important thing. Don t rush through the presentation but make sure you get 
through everything. 
At the end of the day, getting through the presentation isn t the most important 
thing, answering questions and engaging students is. Also, the older the students 
in the group are, the more detail you can expect them to hang on to. You should 
also expect more questions from older groups.
It s important to be able to communicate what you do for NASA. You need to either 
go ahead and address your profession or just be prepared because someone will 
ask.
What s included in the notes of this presentation is a baseline of possible 
information. There is much more that can be discussed. Don t feel like you need 
to say everything included, and you can include your own information. This is 
































































vehicles. Corpo Nove incorporated the Spaceloft version of the NASA‐developed aerogel
material into this jacket which was test during an Antarctic expedition.
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Here is a list of exciting careers that students can pursue relating to STEM (science,
engineering, technology, mathematics) in the field of rocketry.
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